There is no need to enter upon any philosophical speculation as to the nature of a corporation : to recognize, as equity does, that at all times beneath the cloak of the corporate entity there exist the stockholders. 2 Generally what is good for them is good for their corporation, and conversely what is good for the corporation is good for its stockholders. But what is good, in business as in morals, is not always beyond debate. Differences of opinion as to the proper course of corporate conduct are therefore inevitable. Unanimity is also not infrequently prevented by the fact that each stockholder gives weight to factors that interest him alone and not necessarily solely in his capacity of stockholder in the particular corporation. Indeed, in view of the network of corporations that now pervades life a person is not infrequently in direct competition with corporations whose stock he owns. These conflicts of opinion and interest are in most cases settled within the corporation, 3 but the resort to courts by dissatisfied minorities is an increasingly common practice.
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I EQUITABLE INTERVENTION '
In approaching the problem of when and to what extent courts of equity will interfere in the internal affairs of a corporation, it seems expedient first to note the "general principles", so that we may thereafter better appreciate the different lines of thought available to a chancellor faced with the facts of a particular controversy. tLL. B., New York University, 1921; member of New York Bar; contributor to numerous legal periodicals; at present engaged in the preparation of a series of articles on various phases of corporate control.
"See Radin, The Endless Problem of Corporate Personality (1932) 32 Col. L. REV.
643.
2"But who is the Company? A mere entity created by law, without body or soul, endowed with capacity to acquire, hold, and dispose of property, in trust for the use and benefit of the natural Dersons of whom it is composed in proportion of their several interests therein. But its property belongs in equity to the corporators .....
.Hence, courts of equity look beyond the artificial creature in whom is the legal title to the real persons whom it represents." Meeker v. Winthrop Iron Co., 17 Fed. 48, 5o (C. C. W. D. Mich. 1883) . See Revlock Supply Co. v. Troxell, 281 Pa. 424, 126 At. 744 (1924) 
TION ('929).
The starting dictum is that "a court of equity has no visitorial powers over corporations, except such as may be expressly conferred on it by statute." " The first breach made in this absolute rule was that equity would at the instance of stockholders give redress against ultra vires acts. 6 The proposition that equity would interfere in cases of ultra vires acts had its converse that "so long as the corporation keeps within the limits of its charter" equity would not interfere. 7 The simple test of power did not long suffice. The chancellor was soon faced with charges of abuse of power. He thereupon imposed upon those who had the power the obligation not to act fraudulently or in bad faith. The opinion in Ervin v. Oregon Railway & Navigation Company 1 indicates the many threads that are intertwined in the present-day concept of the power of equity to intervene in intra-corporate controversies.
"Plainly, the defendants have assumed to exercise a power belonging to the majority, in order to secure personal profit for themselves, without regard to the interests of the minority. They repudiate the suggestion of fraud, and plant themselves upon their rights as a majority to control the corporate interests according to their discretion. They err if they suppose that a court of equity will tolerate a discretion which does not consult the interests of the minority. It cannot be denied that minority stockholders are bound hand and foot to the majority in all matters of legitimate administration of the corporate affairs; and the courts are powerless to redress many forms of oppression practiced upon the minority under the guise of legal sanction, which fall short of actual fraud. This is a consequence of the implied contract of association by which it is agreed, in advance, that a majority shall bind the whole body as to all transactions within the scope of the corporate powers. . ..
When a number of stockholders combine to constitute themselves a majority in order to control the corporation as they see fit, they become for all practical purposes the corporation itself, and assume the trust relation occupied by the corporation towards its stockholders. . . . The corporation itself holds its property as a trust fund for the stockholders who have a joint interest in all its property and effects, and the relation between it and its several members is, for all practical purposes, that of trustee and cestui que trust." 1 Latimer v. Eddy, 46 Barb. 61, 67 (N. Y. 1864) . In this article we shall in the main confine ourselves to non-statutory powers of equity. Some attempt has been made to fix the right of minority stockholders to resort to equity by statute, e. g., GA. CODE ANN. (Michie, 1926) § 2224. 6 For collections of cases see 3 CooK; CORPORATrONS (8th ed. 1923 §2906-29o8 . As the result of increasingly liberal general corporation statutes and the use of the broadest possible terminology in certificates of incorporation, the problem of ultra vires is now of slight importance. See (1932) 45 HAV. L. REV. 1393. It will not be treated further in this article. The problems with which we will be concerned are those arising out of the exercise of powers which concededly exist. "Id. at 63o-63I.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW
We have here the three major concepts which a court of equity must now reconcile and apply to the facts before it: (i) the majority are supreme in the management of the purely business affairs of the corporation; (2) the majority may not commit frauds; and (3) the minority are the beneficiaries of a trust. Madsen v. Burns Bros. 10 affords a good illustration of the application of the first of these concepts. In 193o, Burns Bros. sustained a loss of almost $I,400,OOO and the owners of a small minority of its stock thereupon petitioned for the appointment of a receiver to the end that the corporation cease doing business." The court dismissed the complaint, saying:
"Whether the business of a corporation should be operated at a loss during a business depression, or close down at a smaller loss, is a purely business and economic problem to be determined by the directors, and not by the court." 12
In a leading case 13 the same view was expressed as follows:
"It is not, however, every question of mere administration or policy in which there is a difference of opinion among the shareholders that enables the minority to claim that the action of the majority is oppressive, and which justifies the minority in coming to a court of equity to obtain relief. Generally, the rule must be that in such cases the will of the majority shall govern. The court would not be justified in interfering even in doubtful cases, where the action of the majority might be susceptible of different constructions. . . . Otherwise the court might be called upon to balance probabilities of profitable results to arise from the carrying out of the one or the other of the different plans proposed by or on behalf of different shareholders in a corporation and to decree the adoption of that line of policy which seemed to 10 io8 N. J. Eq. 275, 155 Atl. 28 (1931) . "The petition was filed under Section 65 of the New Jersey Corporation Act which authorizes any stockholders owning at least io% of the capital stock of a corporation to petition the court of chancery, which is given the power to enjoin the transaction of business and appoint a receiver if it is satisfied that the corporation's "business has been and is being conducted at a great loss and greatly prejudicial to the interests of its creditors or stockholders, so that its business cannot be conducted with safety to the public and advantage to the stockholders."
Although the proceedings were statutory the remarks of the chancellor are couched in general equity phraseology.
SSatpra note IO, at 279. The case also involved the propriety of a debt-funding operation. The court held that this too was a "business and economic" problem upon which "the judgment of the majority of the board of directors must prevail in the absence of fraud, ultra vires, illegality, or a showing of inala fides or abuse of power tantamount to fraud." The court found that the corporation was not insolvent and that the loss was not due to mismanagement. But it has been said that "losses resulting from ignorant or even foolish mismanagement cannot be recovered". Smith v. Chase & Baker Piano Mfg. Co., 197 Fed. 466 , 471 (E. D. Mich. 1912) . "Mere errors of judgment are not sufficient as grounds for equity interference". Leslie v. Lorillard, iiO N. Y. 519, 532, 18 N. E. 363, 365 (1888) . For other cases where courts refused to interfere on the ground that the questions involved were purely of business policy see Theis v. Spokane Falls Gas Light Co., 49 Wash. 477, 95 Pac. the jurisdiction of equity follows almost inevitably and the "breach of trust of one who occupies a fiduciary relation while in the exercise of a lawful power is as fatal in equity to the resultant act or contract as the absence of the power." 19 That the corporation itself is a trustee for the stockholders is well settled. 20 Nor is there any doubt that directors are "trustees" for the corporation. 2 1 Although it is sometimes stated that they are trustees "for the stockholders", 22 if this be taken to mean the several stockholders individually, the statement is not entirely correct.
2 3 However, the problems to be presented in this article involve primarily the relationship between the majority and the minority. Is it one of trust? At one extreme is complete denial of the notion that stockholders are trustees for each other. 24 This view has been vigorously asserted.
"Whenever any action of either directors or stockholders is relied on in a suit by a minority stockholder for the purpose of invoking the interposition of a court of equity, if the act complained of be neither ultra vires, fraudulent, nor illegal, the court will refuse its intervention because powerless to grant it, and will leave all such matters to be disposed of by the majority of the stockholders in such manner as their interests may dictate, and their action will be binding on all, whether approved of by the minority or not. . . . The fact that the same persons hold the majority of the stock in both companies does not of itself enlarge the court's jurisdiction, the act complained of furnishes the test of jurisdiction, and it must be ultra vires, fraudulent or illegal; nothing short of this will suffice. . . . They [stockholders] are not trustees or quasi trustees for each other. . . . And if the proposed lease be not ultra vires or unlawful or fraudulent, no court, at the instance of a minority stockholder, or at the instance of anyone else, has the power or the right to restrain the majority from dealing with the property as they may deem most advantageous to their own interests. Any other doctrine would put it in the power of a single stockholder, owning but one share out of many hundreds, to transfer the entire management of a corporation to a court of equity and would effectually de-" Jones v. Missouri-Edison Electric Co., supra note 15, at 771. ' Hyams v. Old Dominion Co., 113 Me. 29.4, 306, 93 Atl. 747, 752 (1915) . Generally, when the word "trustee" is used in corporate litigation, it is used merely as a convenient abbreviation for describing a somewhat uncertain type of fiduciary, and not in its strictly technical sense. stroy the right of the owners of the property lawfully to control it themselves. It would make a court of equity practically the guardian, so to speak, of such a corporation and would substitute the Chancellor's belief as to what contracts a corporation ought, as a matter of expediency, or policy, or business venture to make, instead of allowing such questions to be settled by the persons beneficially interested in the property." 25
At the other extreme is the suggestion that "all powers granted to a corporation or to the management of a corporation, or to any group within the corporation . . . are necessarily and at all times exercisable only for the ratable benefit of all shareholders as their interest appears [and] that, in consequence, the use of the power is subject to equitable limitation when the power has been exercised to the detriment of such interest, however absolute the grant of power may be in terms, and however correct the technical exercise of it may have been." 26 These attempts to subordinate corporation law into a mere phase of the law of trusts have, of course, not gone unchallenged. One criticizes the trustee theory as being in derogation of the contract nature of corporate enterprises. Another on the grounds of corporate efficiency and the lack of sufficient business knowledge and experience on the part of courts. The courts have chosen a middle-course, holding that majority stockholders who do in fact control occupy a fiduciary relation to the minority, 20 but that such trust relationship does not arise from the mere power to control by virtue of majority stock ownership. 80 The distinction has been well put in Robotham v. Prudential A minority may occupy the position of trustee if it in fact controls (for instance, with the aid of proxies). Hyams v. Calumet & Hecla Mining Co., 221 Fed. 529 Co., 159 Fed. 391 (C. C. A. 8th, 19o8) , the court said, at 393-4: "The holder of the majority of the stock of a corporation has the power, by the election of biddable directors and by the vote of his stock to do everything that the corporation can do. His power to control and direct places him in its shoes, and constitutes him the actual, if not the technical trustee for the holders of the minority of the stock." But in that case the majority of the stock was owned by one person who was also a director "Authorities have been cited to support the proposition that an individual or a corporation holding a majority of the capital stock of another corporation sustains, by reason of such holding a fiduciary relation to the minority stockholders. But these authorities only hold, in effect, that the fiduciary relation arises when the majority stockholder assumes control of the corporation and dictates the action of the directors. The majority stockholder is not made a trustee for the minority stockholders in any sense by the mere fact that he holds a majority of the stock, or by the further fact that he uses the voting power of his stock to elect a board of directors for the corporation. The majority stockholder does not necessarily control the directors whom he appoints, and, in fact, he has no right to control them, and if they are controlled by him, they may be violating their duty, for which he also may be liable. . . . No liability of the majority stockholder to the minority stockholder for the misdeeds of his common trustees-the directors-can arise from the mere fact that the majority stockholder had the power to appoint, or, in fact, did appoint, these trustees. Such liability, however, may arise if the majority stockholder has made the derelict trustees his agents and dictated their conduct and thus caused a breach of fiduciary duty." "' Since courts of equity will concededly restrain fraudulent conduct on the part of those in control of a corporation, the question of whether or not they should be deemed trustees may seem at first impression inconsequential. The answer to the question has, however, serious practical consequences. Cases of so-called "actual fraud" are not frequent and when they do arise, they are not difficult of solution. In close cases the decision may well depend upon whether the court approaches the facts from the point of view that the defendants are trustees for the plaintiffs. If it does, it will judge their conduct by "the punctilio of an honor the most sensitive" instead of merely by "the morals of the market place". 32 If the defendants b1e trustees the burden of justifying their conduct is upon them. 3 Having made our obeisance to principles we can proceed with an examination of typical fact-situations which have confronted the courts in applying them.
and president of the corporation. See also Tefft v. Schaeffer, 148 Wash. 6o2, 269 Pac. lO48 (1928) Atl. 842, 848 (1903) . = "A trustee is held to something stricter than the morals of the market place. Not honesty alone, but the unctilio of an honor the most sensitive, is then the standard of behavior", Cardozo, C. J.,iin Meinhard v..Salmon, 249 N. Y. 458, 464, 164 N. E. 545, 546 (1928 Since the primary desire of stockholders is to receive dividends, it is readily understandable why the resort to the courts to obtain them is so frequent. At the same time it is in this field, which is essentially entirely one of business policy, that the power of the directors comes closest to being absolute.
The earliest cases took the view that the courts were powerless to interfere, 3 5 except, of course, in cases of fraud. The corporation there involved was a national bank whose capital was represented by 4,000 shares of which the defendant owned a majority and the plaintiff 1,243. For years the bank had paid regular dividends of 8 to io per cent. In 1887 some differences arose between the plaintiff and the defendant and the plaintiff caused certain corporate action to be taken which was highly disagreeable to the defendant. Chagrined, the defendant quietly accumulated stock until in 1889 he owned a majority thereof and proceeded to elect a board of directors of his own choosing, and to remove the plaintiff entirely from the management of the bank. The directors whom he elected were either relatives, nominees or the owners of an insignificant number of shares. In the aggregate the entire board exclusive of the defendant, did not own more than 200 shares. They immediately adopted defendant's announced policy not to declare dividends. The salaries of defendant's friends were increased, so that the expenses of the bank were doubled. There was no ready market for the stock and the defendant was unwilling either to sell his stock or buy more. Admittedly, the bank was able to pay dividends. It had a surplus equal to 50 per cent. of its capital, which was more than it had been during the years when dividends were paid. Under these circumstances the court found that the refusal to declare dividends was "without reasonable cause and in bad faith for the purpose of punishing the minority interest" and that although the defendant was not guilty of "intentional fraud" the plaintiff was entitled to redress. A dividend of not less than 12 per cent. was ordered.
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Probably the most famous dividend case is that which involved the Ford Motor Company, before Henry Ford bought out the minority. 41 The Ford Motor Company was organized in 1903 with an initial capital of $ioo,ooo, representing $49,000 in cash and $51,ooo in property. Stock was issued to Henry Ford, the Dodge brothers, James Couzens and several others. By 19o8, without further investment by the stockholders, its capital stock was increased to $2,ooo,ooo. In addition to regular monthly dividends of 5 per cent., the company paid special dividends which for the years 1911-1915 aggregated $41,ooo,ooo. Despite these dividends, the corporate surplus in 1916 was almost $I 12,000,000, of which almost $54,000,-ooo was in cash. For the year ending July 31, 1916 the profits were almost $6o,ooo,ooo. At this time Henry Ford owned 58 per cent. of the capital stock of the company and controlled its policies. He announced that since all the stockholders had received back in dividends more than they had invested, no further special dividends would be paid but that all earnings, above the regular dividend of 5 per cent. per month, would be put back into the business for the purpose of extending the business and employing more men at better wages. He also adhered to the policy of reducing the sales price of the cars so that from an original price of $9oo, the sales price in August 1916 was $360. In furtherance of Henry Ford's expansion program, the company undertook the purchase of iron mines and ships, the building of steel foundries and the now well-known River Rouge plant. No special dividend having been paid since October 1915, the plaintiffs, owning ' Mich. 459, 17o N. W. 668 (igi) . Of course, this case is hardly "typical" but, since the courts have generally declined to intervene except in special circumstances, it seems preferable to consider in detail cases where the court did act rather than the many where it did not. about io per cent. of the capital stock, protested and receiving no satisfaction, brought suit to enjoin the expansion program and to compel the distribution of 75 per cent. of the cash surplus to stockholders. Mr. Ford's testimony confirmed the view that he was being motivated in his policies by "certain sentiments, philanthropic and altruistic, creditable to Mr. Ford" or, as the plaintiffs charged, he proposed to run the corporation as "a semieleemosynary institution and not as a business institution". The trial court enjoined the expansion program and decreed the declaration of a dividend equal to 5o per cent. of the cash surplus. On appeal the injunction as to the expansion program was reversed because "the experience of the Ford Motor Company is evidence of capable management" and "judges are not business experts" but the decree as to dividends was affirmed. In justification, the court said:
"The difference between an incidental humanitarian expenditure of corporate funds for the benefit of the employees, like the building of a hospital for their use and the employment of agencies for the betterment of their condition, and a general purpose and plan to benefit mankind at the expense of others, is obvious. . . . A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of the stockholders. . . . There is committed to the discretion of directors, a discretion to be exercised in good faith, the infinite details of business, including the wages which shall be paid to employees, the number of hours they shall work, the conditions under which labor shall be carried on, and the prices for which products shall be offered to the public. . . . It is not within the lawful powers of a board of directors to shape and conduct the affairs of a corporation for the merely incidental benefit of shareholders and for the primary purpose of bene-
It is most unusual to find corporate managers diverting funds to social purposes rather than pay dividends, but it is not infrequent that corporate funds are paid out as "salaries" rather than to minority stockholders as dividends. Most of the cases involving salary questions turn on the selfinterest of the directors who voted them '3 but some go further.
In Godley v. Crandall & Godley Co., 4 4 it appeared that a closely owned corporation was paying to its directors and certain other employee-stockholders 9 per cent. on their capital stock in addition to dividends of 6 per cent. received by all stockholders. At the suit of a minority stockholder recovery of this 9 per cent. was had notwithstanding the fact that it had been '"o04 Mich. at [506] [507] denominated by the directors as "additional salaries" and its payment ratified by the defendants in their capacity of majority stockholders.
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In Heublin v. Wight, 4 " the court undertook to pass in detail upon salaries paid. It recognized the validity of the general principle that courts would not review salary action taken by the majority however "unwise or mistaken" they considered it but held it inapplicable to a case where the majority stockholders were the very ones to receive the salaries in question. The court considered, among other things, the annual profits of the corporation, the contributions of capital made by the stockholders and the returns received by them thereon, the work done by the defendants and by other employees, the salaries of other employees and prior salaries of the defendants. The court fixed a salary for each of the defendants and on appeal 47 the decree was affirmed. In response to appellants' contention that even if the salaries were excessive the court could only order their return and not fix future salaries by "perpetual injunction", the court "assumed that the decree is based on and has application only to existing conditions [and that] if those conditions should undergo material change, so that large earnings were realized under efficient and capable management, the payment of proper and reasonable salaries though greater than the amounts fixed by the decree would not be prohibited by the injunction now in force".
New stock issues, sale of unissued stock, etc.
The most general equitable limitation upon the power of directors to issue new stock is found in the doctrine of pre-emptive rights. 48 The exceptions which have been grafted on the doctrine and the radical differences between the corporations of today with their complicated financial and voting set-ups and the corporations of 18o7 when the doctrine was first enunciated 49 have induced a trend away from arbitrary rules towards the view that the rights of stockholders should be measured by considerations of fairness in each case rather than by dogma. In view of this tendency and the prevalent practice of stipulating against pre-emptive rights in certificates of incorporation, we shall here confine our discussion to a few cases that passed on the facts involved from the point of view of equity rather than the rules of pre-emptive rights. In Luther v. C. J. Luther Co., 50 the board of directors voted to sell thirty-nine shares of unissued original stock to the individual defendants, who at the time controlled the board, in spite of the fact that a majority of the outstanding stock was owned by the plaintiffs. The result of the sale was to vest a majority of the authorized stock in the defendants. The board determined, in the opinion of the trial court "honestly", that control of the corporation in the plaintiffs would be dangerous to the corporation and against its best business interests. The appellate court treated the stock as "mere property over which the powers of the directors are the same as over any other assets of the corporation" and therefore not subject to preemptive rights, but held nevertheless that the sale, its purpose being to take control from one faction and give it to another, was in breach of the duty of the directors not "to dispose of or manage property of the corporation to the end and for the purpose of giving to one part of their cestuis que trustent a benefit and advantage over, or at the expense of, another part". The stock was ordered returned to the corporation against repayment of the sale price. In a recent New York case 1 5 the court was guided by the same principles but reached an opposite result because of the presence of other factors. The corporation had seventy-six unissued shares and its board voted fifty thereof to one Graham at par in payment of a debt due him and the remaining twenty-six shares to one Ageno, a director, for cash, which it used to pay another debt. No opportunity was given to any other stockholder to subscribe. Graham thereafter transferred his shares to Ageno's sister, who was also a director. As a result, Ageno's faction had control of the corporation. The plaintiffs, minority stockholders, sued to compel return of the stock and to restrain the voting thereof. The trial court found that the issue was in good faith to satisfy debts rather than to shift control. In support of this conclusion it was noted that at the time of their issuance there was no active contest for control, that the stock was sold for full value, and that the twenty-six shares issued to Ageno did not carry control. On appeal the Court of Appeals stated that even when no pre-emptive right exists "directors may not authorize the issue of unissued stock to themselves for the primary purpose of converting them from minority to majority stockholders", but affirmed the lower court's dismissal of the complaint on the ground that, on the findings of the trial court, there was no "breach of trust" and that minority stockholders may not in the absence thereof interfere in questions of business management.
11S Wis. i12, 94 N. W. 69 (19o3).
See also Elliott v. Baker, 194 Mass. 1s8, So N. E.
(I9O7).
The court there suggests that where there is a contest for control the directors should take advantage of the fact to get higher prices for unissued stock.
- The directors of the International Silver Company, who owned preferred stock but no common stock, proposed to issue common stock at $50 a share to both preferred and common stockholders on the same basis. Because there were more shares of preferred than common then outstanding, most of the new stock would go to the holders of preferred stock. By the certificate of incorporation of the company, the preferred stock was entitled on dissolution only to par and the common stock was entitled to the remainder. At the time of the proposed issuance the company had a large surplus. On the application of common stockholders, the court held the result would be unjust to the common stockholders and granted a preliminary injunction restraining the issue.
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The subsequent history of this stock issue is of interest. After the granting of the preliminary injunction against the directors' original plan, it having been contended by plaintiffs that the common stock was worth very much more than $5 o a share, the directors proposed to sell the stock to the highest bidder. A preliminary injunction to restrain this was denied." 3 The court took the view that the method proposed was proper to realize full value for the shares (indicating, however, that the directors would not be permitted to turn to their own advantage information not available to other bidders) and that therefore it ought not to interfere with the board's discretion as to method or even on the question whether there was any need for selling the stock merely because the board's motives might be suspect.
Even under the broadest powers in the directors as to the consideration for which they may issue stock, a court of equity will intervene where the consideration fixed is unfair to existing stockholders.! 4 Thus, there may not be unfair discrimination between different classes of stockholders as to the prices at which they may purchase the same kind of stock unless such difference in price is justified by business reasons. 55 "While an arbitrary sale of the same issue of stock at different prices to different persons [even non-stockholders] would not be sanctioned, such differential sales will be sustained if based on business and commercial facts, which in the exercise of fair business judgment, lead directors to follow such a course." 56 (D. Del. 1924) .
'Bodell v. General Gas & Elec. Corp., supra note 54. The court refused to interfere with the action of the board, finding that the financial justification offered by the directors for selling stock to different classes of existing stockholders at different prices was not "unwarranted and unfair", and that the directors acted "for what they believed to be the advantage of the corporation and all its stockholders." ' Atlantic Ref. Co. v . Hodgman, supra note 54, at 788. Here too the action of the board was not disturbed.
The result of the foregoing cases seems to be that, in addition to the limitations imposed by the doctrine of pre-emptive right, directors may not exercise their power to issue new stock or sell treasury stock (a) for the purpose of shifting control of the corporation; but courts will not intervene where the change of control is merely an incidental result of the issue which was made in good faith for business reasons;
(b) except at fair prices;
(c) so as to modify unfairly the existing relative rights of different classes of stockholders in the corporate property;
(d) at different prices to different persons unless justified by business reasons.
Purchase of stock; its own and that of other corporations.
The first problem in connection with the right of a corporation to purchase its own stock is one of power, but with that we are not here concerned. 7 Assuming the existence of the power, what are the limitations upon its exercise? 0s The cases involving solvent corporations and therefore excluding questions of creditors' rights and of the right to purchase except out of surplus are few. 5 Where fraud appears, the purchase will be enjoined. 60 On the other hand, where the action is taken in good faith to aid the corporation, the purchase will be sustained. ' Apparently there is no need to permit all stockholders to sell merely because the privilege is given "See Levy, Purchase by a Corporation of Its Own Stock (193o) 15 MINN. L. R. i, for a discussion of this question from the standpoint of creditors as well as of dissenting stockholders. Mr. Levy concludes that the legitimate objects of re-purchase can. be achieved in other ways, that the power is subject to abuse, that the resort to equity is an inadequate remedy, and that. therefore, the power should be denied by statute. The present writer does not concur in this ultimate conclusion. The New York Stock Exchange requires that listed investment trusts do not purchase their own common stocks except "under exceptional and special circumstances". The primary object appears to be the prevention of trading in the companies own stock. "The employment of corporate funds to speculate in the stock of the company to which the funds belong is not a practice to be encouraged." Coleman v. Columbia Oil Co., 51 Pa. 74 (1865) .
0 For discussions of the rights of stockholders among themselves when the purchase is not out of surplus, see Grasselli Chemical Co. v The terminology of the opinions in cases involving the purchase of stock of other corporations is such that any attempt to segregate rigidly the problem of power from that of the abuse thereof is difficult. The courts seem to say that when the object or purpose of the purchase is proper the corporation has the power to make it but that when the end is improper the purchase is ultra. vires. It would perhaps be simpler, and certainly more consistent with present day charters and practice, to recognize freely that corporations have the power to purchase stock in other corporations, but that its exercise will be restrained if abused to the injury of one entitled to complain. A traditional standard for judging the propriety of a stock purchase was whether or not it would aid the authorized business of the corporation, but.with the present-day use of multi-power clauses in charters and the interdependence of business its sufficiency is rapidly passing. 64 An older case which discussed the subject in terms of ultra vires but which actually applied equitable criteria to a stock purchase is Robotham v. Prudential Insurance Company. 65 The insurance company was authorized to purchase stock in other corporations for "investment". The directors sought to purchase a majority of the stock of a trust company under an arrangement whereby the trust company would simultaneously acquire stock control of the insurance company. The result would be that the board of the insurance company, by virtue of their power to vote the trust company's stock, would become self-perpetuating. The court found that the "control" feature rather than the "investment" element was uppermost in the minds of the directors and, at the suit of a minority stockholder of the insurance company, enjoined the purchase. 66 While the court referred to the high price being paid for the stock and its low yield, it is reasonable to assume that if the "control" scheme were absent the court would have refused to interfere with the action of the board in the exercise of its business judgment. This is exactly what a cburt of the same state did in the case of one corporation purchasing the stock of a competing company. 
Amendment of by-laws.
A court will, of course, refuse to interfere with the adoption by the majority of a by-law dealing with ordinary administrative or business matters. 0 8 On the other hand, where it is clear that action under the proposed by-law would necessarily be improper a court may enjoin its adoption. Thus stockholders were enjoined from voting upon an amendment to the by-laws of the corporation so as to provide for 6xtra dividends to stockholders who were also employees, notwithstanding the assertion that the proposed plan was merely one fixing extra compensation to employees.
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An early leading case laid down the principle that "vested rights" may not be taken from minority stockholders without their consent by by-law amendments.' 0 In that case the capitalization of the corporation was fixed by the by-laws which provided for their amendment by the majority of the stockholders. Originally there was only one class of stock and the court held 71 that a second class, preferred as to dividends, could not be created, even though offered to all stockholders upon the same terms, without unanimous consent.
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Amendment of Charters.71
We shall here not consider involuntary amendments imposed upon the corporation by the legislature 7 4 but only those voluntarily adopted by the majority 75 and shall assume that the power of amendment has been expressly reserved.
7 6
Under such circumstances the only limitation which seems to have as yet received judicial sanction is that "vested riglits" may not be destroyed. A claim to accumulated dividends is such a "vested not sustained. Willoughby v. Chicago Junction Ry. Co., 5o N. J. Eq. 656, [669] [670] [671] [672] [673] [674] [675] [676] 25 Atl. 277, 282-284 (1892 By way of dicta; the decision was against the plaintiffs because of their laches, acquiescence, etc.
= The ruling was overcome by legislation permitting the creation of preferred stock by a two-thirds vote of stockholders. See Dresser v. Donner Steel Co., 247 N. Y. 553, 556-7, 161 N. E. 179, 18o (1928) . The subject is now considered in connection with the amendment of charters rather than of by-laws, infra.
" right" that may not be wiped out by charter amendment. 77 But a change in future dividend rights is not invalid.
78 Thus in Davis v. Louisville Gas & Electric Co. 79 the court refused to interfere with the adoption of an amendment altering the dividend rights of the Class B stock and depriving it of other "material rights", and justified its position by accepting the view of the majority, acting in "good faith", that the best interests of the corporation required added benefits for the Class A stock.
Sale, 80 Consolidation,"' Reorganization 82 and Dissolution." 8 While the various matters indicated by this sub-heading may be separate and distinct from each other, in practice most corporate transactions of the kind which will be here considered involve more than one. Much has already been written on this subject. 8 4 Much of the discussion is, however, concerned with the existence of adequate power in the majority and its compliance with statutory and charter provisions. We here, as throughout this article, assume the most sweeping statutory and charter provisions and technical compliance with all their terms. minority's right to redress in equity is also tied up with its rights under statutory provisions affording a right to compel the corporation to buy its stock at appraised value, 5 but since those rights, except in a very few states by virtue of express provision in their statutes, are not deemed exclusive, and since the statutory right is not yet universal, it seems desirable to examine a few typical cases in equity not influenced thereby. Even if appraisal statutes come to preenpt the field, these cases should be helpful in formulating general concepts as to equitable limitations upon majorities.
Tke majority having the power to sell all the corporate assets the courts will not review the "expediency" of such a sale but will intervene only to prevent or redress fraud."" A sale at less than fair value is fraudulent.
T
The Steel & Tube case 8 is most instructive because of the detailed review of the testimony contained in the opinions. The plaintiffs, owning about 2o per cent. of the common stock of Steel & Tube Co., sued to enjoin a proposed sale of all its assets to Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. for about $73,000,000. Control of the corporation was vested in a syndicate which owned about 6o per cent. of the common stock and some preferred stock. Prominent in the syndicate was a banking firm which had previously distributed an issue of its preferred stock at $98 a share. Under the terms of the proposed sale the preferred stock would be redeemed at $i io a share. The plaintiffs charged that the syndicate had a selfish interest in putting through the sale in that it was their desire to liquidate their common stock holdings quickly and that the retirement of the preferred at $iio would greatly enhance the bankers' good will. The court did not consider this interest sufficient to vitiate their approval of the sale, but nevertheless granted a preliminary injunction on a showing that the book value of the assets was over $94,oooooo. Thereupon a hearing was had as to the adequacy of the price and on all the evidence the court dissolved the injunction be- 
Ct. 6og (1917).
The result is frequently influenced by the court's determination as to where the burden of proof lies. While there is some conflict in the decisions, it is safe to assume that when the sale is to the majority itself or to those affiliated with it, the burden of justification will be on the defendants, Geddes v. Anaconda Mining Co., supra, but that whenever the board is independent, and without a personal interest in the transaction, there is a presumption of fairness which the plaintiffs must overcome. Allied Chemical & Dye Corp. v. Steel & Tube Co., supra" Allaun v. Consolidated Oil Co., supra.
' Supra note 87.
cause it was not satisfied that the discrepancy between the value of the assets and the sales price was so great "that it is to be attributed not to a difference of opinion upon a highly debatable question but rather to bad faith". Merger terms too must be "fair". The Equitable Life Assurance Society owned about 67 per cent. of the stock of the Equitable Trust Company and 49 per cent. of that of the Mercantile Trust Company, and proposed a merger of the two. Under the proposed terms, the new stock would be issued in the ratio of one for one of the old Mercantile stock and one for two of the old Equitable stock or $435 in cash per share. It appeared that the book value of Mercantile was $452 a share and that of the Equitable $44o. The court nevertheless refused to intervene at the suit of a minority stockholder of the Equitable and justified the difference in treatment of the two stocks by comparing the business situation of the two trust companies, the Mercantile earning 51 per cent. on each share and the Equitable only 25 per cent. It also heeded pessimistic forecasts as to the future prospects of the Equitable. 9 A preferred stockholder of Central Leather Company attacked the merger between that company and U. S. Leather Company on the ground that it was inequitable. For each share of preferred stock entitled to accumulated dividends of $43 and 7 per cent. annual dividends ahead of the common, there was to be given $5 in cash, one-half share of a new preferred stock entitled to dividends at the rate of $3.50 per annum, and three-fourths share of a Class A stock having priority over the common stock in dividends to the extent of $3 per annum. The court held the terms not inequitable in view of the financial conditions of the two companies. 90 In Outwater v. Public Service Corp., 9 ' the court did enjoin a proposed merger. The plaintiffs were minority stockholders in operating utilities whose properties were leased to a corporation which (through a subsidiary) owned the majority stock of the corporations. The leases were for 999 years at net rentals which assured dividends to the stockholders. The purpose of the proposed merger was to change the leaseholds into fees. The stockholders of each of the corporations were to receive for their common stock a 6 per cent. cumulative preferred non-voting stock on a basis that would afford them a slightly better yield than their common stock under the leases. The preferred stock was to be redeemable after three years. Atl. 396 (Del. Ch. 1928 ), a preferred stockholder unsuccessfully challenged a merger on the ground that the common stock was receiving an undue proportion of the consideration being received for the entire corporation.
There was no "actual intent to defraud the minority". The court accepted as "an abstract proposition" that a court of equity has no right "to interfere in the internal affairs of the merging companies in the absence of fraud, actual or constructive", but was induced to grant the injunction primarily because of the redemption feature. This, in the view of the court, resulted in a compulsory sale of their common stock by the minority for the equivalent of a three year promissory note and was violative of the principle that "continued membership, until dissolution, is an inherent property right in corporate existence".
In another case 02 a consolidation was held "unfair" and therefore a "legal fraud". The consolidation was between the Missouri-Edison Company and the Union Electric Company, both of which were controlled by the same interests. The attack on the consolidation was by a preferred stockholder of Missouri-Edison. The finding that the terms of consolidation were not fair to the plaintiff was the result of an analysis of the figures which disclosed that whereas the Union company contributed only 6/32nds of the combined assets, it received securities representing four-fifths thereof, and that although the Edison preferred stock was entitled to a prior claim on one-half of the combined assets, it received only 5!32nds.
The need for equality implicit in the Missouri-Edison case was some years later made explicit by the United States Supreme Court in Southern Pacific Co. v. Bogert. 93 It there appeared that the Southern Pacific sought to incorporate into its own system the Houston & Texas Central Railway, control of which it owned through a subsidiary, upon terms which would permit it to acquire the new stock to be issued for the property at $26 a share, whereas others, including the minority stockholders, would be required to pay over $71 a share for the same stock. The court said:
"If through that control a sale of the corporation's property is made and the property acquired by the majority, the minority may not be excluded from a fair participation in the fruits of the sale. . The essential of the liability to account sought to be enforced in this suit lies not in fraud or mismanagement, but in the fact that, having become a fiduciary through taking control of the old Houston Company, the Southern Pacific has secured fruits which it has not shared with the minority. The wrong lay not in acquiring the stock, but in refusing to make a pro rata distribution on equal terms among the old Houston Company shareholders." "
The right to continue in the corporation suggested in the Outwater case may be sufficient to prevent dissolution by the majority. The statutory power to dissolve given to the majority may not be used to "freeze out" the mi- 95 an action for an accounting was sustained, the court finding that the action of the majority in discontinuing the business and liquidating it was in bad faith to enable a new corporation which they organized to acquire it. The "fiduciary" theory which underlies the limitation upon the majority's right to dissolve in "bad faith" was expressed by the New York Court of Appeals as follows:
"The directors, in reaching their belief [as to whether the dissolution is 'advisable'] cannot consider or give weight to their personal wishes, comfort or advantage. Whether or not the dissolution-is wise or expedient for themselves as apart from the corporation or any or all of the other stockholders they can neither question nor determine. Their action must be based upon the belief that the interests and welfare of the corporation and the stockholders generally will be promoted by the dissolution. The belief may be erroneous or ill-founded, but it must be formed in good faith. . . . The relation of the directors to the stockholders is essentially that of trustee and cestui que trust.
. . . Undoubtedly no trust relation ordinarily exists between the stockholders themselves or between the stockholders and the corporation, because the stockholders, ordinarily, are strangers to the management and control of the corporation business and affairs. . . . The section 221 [General Corporation Law] imposes upon the stockholders the ultimate determination of the important question whether or not the corporation shall be dissolved forthwith. The stockholders are bound to determine and control this particular part of the corporation's affairs, in regard to which they occupy a relation of trust as between themselves and the corporation, and are burdened and restricted by fiduciary obligations. When a number of stockholders constitute themselves, or are by law constituted, the managers of corporate affairs or interests they stand in much the same attitude towards the other or minority stockholders that the directors sustain, generally, towards all the stockholders, and the law requires of them the utmost good faith. . . . In taking corporate action under the statute, the stockholders are acting for the corporation and for each other and they cannot use their corporate power in bad faith or for their individual advantage or purpose." 96 A contrary conclusion had been reached some seventeen years earlier by a federal court sitting in New Jersey." In that case the defendant corpo-9 Supra note 44. See also Paine v. Saulsbury, 20 Mich. 58, 166 N. W. 1036 (I918) , where the court refused a judicial dissolution at the request of the majority because the corporation was prosperous and the primary object of the dissolution was to get rid of the minority. Cf. Slattery v. Greater New Orleans Realty & Dev. Co., 128 La. 871, 55 So. 558 (1911). Kavanaugh v. Kavanaugh Knitting Co., 26 N. Y. I85, 192, 194, 195, 123 N. E. 148, 151, 152 (1919 ration owned a majority of the common stock of another corporation and had guaranteed the dividends on its preferred stock. The court refused to enjoin the dissolution of said corporation, at the suit of a preferred stockholder who claimed that the purpose of the dissolution was to avoid the guaranty, holding that stockholders are in no sense trustees for each other and are not to be barred from voting because of a personal interest in the matter.
In a still earlier case "8 the court also held that it may not inquire into the "motives" which actuated the majority in its desire to dissolve the corporation, but held it liable to the minority for the fair value of the assets, the majority itself having acquired them. 9 Were it not for the fact that in discussions as to the adequacy of equity to protect minorities the substantive principles are inextricably tied up with what may be briefly described as procedural questions, we might stop at this point for summation. Under the circumstances, however, to do so would be to tell but half the tale.
II PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Those who challenge the adequacy of the judicial relief available to minority stockholders do so primarily on the grounds of delay, expense, and "pitfalls". 1 0 0 Occasionally it is urged that judges are incompetent to deal with business problems.
Minority stockholders' suits are not the exclusive exemplars of the law's delays and hence it is not a special problem.' 0 1 Nor is judicial incompetence manifested only in corporate litigation. If the contention is that not even competent judges are able to deal with "business" problems, it is pointless. Courts must, as they are continuously doing, deal with business problems and the fact that corporate machinery may be involved does not alter the situation. The element of expense is undeniably serious for the small The property was acquired for $2,300,ooo but the court fixed its value at $5,500,000, refusing to accept a mere liquidating value, but seeking instead its value as a going concern at the time of dissolution. Cf. Green v. Blunett, 11o S. W. ioS (Texas, i9o8) ; and Watkins v. National Bank, 51 Kan. 254, 32 Pac. 914 (1893) , where the court refused to hold the defendants liable for "good will".
'-~ "It is all very well to say that the minority stockholder has his redress if his company is being managed in an adverse interest. He hasn't. . . . Litigating against one of these powerful systems is an expensive business. The pitfalls and delays are endless. It is a luxury reserved for the large holders and then only when they have plenty of money and infinite patience. The advantage which the management has in its ready access to all information, in its business contacts, and in the availability of the corporate treasury cannot be gainsaid.1 0 3
The "pitfalls" presumably are to be found in the rules of practice and procedure,' 0 but before considering them it seems desirable to express a caution. A stockholder's suit is but a single step in what has been aptly described as a "campaign". It begins with the first efforts to obtain information from the corporation and very frequently ends, not with victory or defeat in the courtroom, but in a negotiated compromise. It is for this reason that the law reports do not give a full and complete picture of the struggle between majorities and minorities.
The nature of the suit.
Suits brought by individual stockholders are more or less indiscriminately referred to as representative, or as derivative, or merely as stockholders' suits. It would seem that they can be classified into three categories. There is the purely personal cause of action for the violation of a private right. In this category are suits to compel the transfer of stock, 10 5 to enforce recognition of pre-emptive rights, 0 6 or to recover damages for breach of a contract in favor of the stockholder.
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The remaining two categories involve the enforcement of corporate rights. One group consists of those cases where the suit is against a third person to recover a benefit for the corporation which it has itself refused to seek.' 0 8 In these "derivative" suits the corporation is a nominal defendant, sued because of its unwillingness to act as plaintiff, but the direct beneficiary of a victory by the plaintiff.' 0 9 The last group consists of those strictly intra-corporate suits where the plaintiff brings a "representative" suit on his own behalf and on behalf of all other stockholders similarly situated.
This attempt at cataloging is suggested merely as a convenient device for handling most situations and is not intended to indicate that all stockholdSee Rohrlich, Protective Committees (1932) 8o U. oF PA. L. Rtv. 670. a To some extent these advantages are balanced by the relative ease with which a minority stockholder with a plausible cause of action may force the maintenance of the status quo pendente lite when the management may desire immediate action.
' ' In this section we shall of course assume familiarity with equity pleading and practice and shall discuss only a few special problems.
"SE. g., Knox v. Terpezone Co., 215 N. Y. 259 , iog N. E. 25o (1915) . " E. g., Stokes v. Continental Trust Co., 186 N. Y. 285, 78 N. E. io9o (19o6) . Stockholder's Suit (1924) 33 YALE L. J. 58o.
"' At times the forces that caused the corporation to decline to sue may cause it actively, either openly or surreptitiously, to espouse the cause of the defendants. This is invariably true when the "third-party "defendants are the controlling directors.
ers' suits qan be arbitrarily placed in one group or another exclusively. In litigation there is inevitable overlapping. A single stockholder's personal suit may determine a whole course of corporate conduct. So too the issues involved in a strictly intra-corporate conflict over policy may be presented to the courts in the form of a suit for an accounting against officers or directors and thus take on the procedural ear-marks of a case of the second group. Nor is it always possible to determine with exactness whether the right being asserted is a corporate or a personal right. A series of New York cases that have been the subject of much discussion 110 may be used to delineate the problem that sometimes exists.
In Niles v. New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company, 1 11 the plaintiff, a stockholder of the New York & Northern Railroad Company, sued to recover damages sustained by him as the result of an alleged conspiracy on the part of the defendants to procure the property of the New York & Northern for the New York Central & Hudson River. A demurrer to the complaint was sustained. The Court of Appeals took the position that the injury resulting from the wrongs of the defendants was to the corporation and that the depreciation in the value of plaintiff's stock was an incidental result of the injury sustained by the corporation. The court was influenced in denying direct relief to the plaintiff by the fact that corporate creditors had prior rights and that the recognition of plaintiff's cause would have given a similar cause of action to every stockholder. This decision was followed without much difficulty until General Rubber The General Rubber Company (of New Jersey) owned practically all of the capital stock of the General Rubber Company of Brazil. Benedict was a director of the plaintiff but not of the subsidiary company. The complaint charged that Benedict in violation of the obligations which he owed the plaintiff as one of its directors concealed from it the fact that an employee of the subsidiary company was misapplying that company's funds. The plaintiff asked damages for the amount by which the value of its shares of the subsidiary company was lessened as a result of the defalcations. The Appellate Division sustained the complaint by a 3-2 decision. On a further appeal to the Court of Appeals the complaint was again sustained; this time by a 4-2 decision. The minority argued that the direct injury was to the subsidiary corporation and that the plaintiff as a stockholder had no right to sue for its indirect damage. The majority apparently distinguished the earlier cases by emphasizing that the obligation of the defendant to the plaintiff was by virtue of his position as director but that any liability of his to O 'Note (1915) 28 HAR. L. REv. 409; (1916) v. McMullen." 3 In that case, one Ritchie, who had pledged corporate stocks and bonds with certain persons as collateral for a loan, alleged that they conspired to render his property valueless and in furtherance of that conspiracy mismanaged the corporation whose securities he had pledged. The court, per Taft, J., held the principle that a stockholder cannot obtain direct relief for injuries to the corporation inapplicable to the situation there presented because the wrongdoers owed Ritchie the direct duties of pledgees. These decisions induced the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania to sustain a complaint whereby an inventor sought to recover damages for alleged improper conduct on the part of the defendants with respect to a corporation to which the inventions had been assigned. 1 1 4 On the authority of the General Rubber Company case, the New York Court of Appeals some years later sustained a claim against an administrator and his surety for loss sustained as a result of his peculations from a corporation in which the estate owned stock and in which he acted as officer and director, notwithstanding the fact that the corporation had itself recovered a judgment against him for the same misappropriation.' 5 The decision was not rendered without a powerful dissent which contended that decisions such as in the General Rubber and Ritchie cases can be regarded as sound only when the duty owing to the plaintiff is entirely different from that owing to the corporation and when the plaintiff's loss is not merely an indirect result of the injury to the corporation." If the wrong sought to be redressed be found to be a corporate injury certain consequences follow. The complaining stockholder may not sue for his own benefit but must sue for the benefit of the corporation.
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It is not sufficient to sue merely on behalf of such stockholders as may join," l8 for the right is that of the corporation and not merely the joint right of the complaining stockholders."
9 The judgment accordingly must be in favor of the corporation and not in favor of the plaintiffs.
120
Under exceptional circumstances the plaintiffs may receive directly their proportionate interest in any recovery which would ordinarily go to the corporation. C. A. 6th, i8g7) . Vierling v. Baxter, 293 Pa. 52, 141 Atl. 728 (1928) . '9 Matter of Auditore, ;249 N. Y. 335, 164 N. E. 242 (1928 Asserting as he does a right not his own, the common-law side of the court will not hear the minority stockholder. 1 22 But his right to sue in equity in a proper case was recognized long ago.
123
It is generally stated that as a condition precedent to the maintenance of such a suit it must appear that redress cannot be obtained within the corporation, 1 24 but in so far as intra-corporate controversies are concerned this requirement is not substantial. Proof of a prior demand is not insisted upon where the alleged wrongdoers are in control of the corporation or it is obvious that prior demand upon the corporation would have been futile.' 2"
Who may sue.
The suit may be maintained only by one who is a stockholder at the time of the prosecution of the suit.
126
This does not necessarily mean a stockholder of record, actual ownership is sufficient; 127 as is ownership of 166 Pac. g65, 970 (917), the court said, "We have found a few cases in which stockholders have sued on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated for the redress of wrongs done the corporation, in which the court has in effect directed a dividend, by requiring the unfaithful maiority to nay the minority its aliquot share of moneys taken from the corporate treasury: (citing cases). The doctrine of these cases is applicable only where the court can say that the powers of the directors will be abused to the injury of the complaining stockholders and that the circumstances clearly call for the declaration of a dividend." Equity Rule 27 does not apply to suits against the corporation's own formal proceedings Binney v. Cumberland Ely Copper Co., 183 Fed. 650 (C. C. D. Me. 191o) . If the corporation is no longer actively engaged in business, prior demand is not necessary. Crumlich's Adm'r v. Shen. Val. R. R. Co., 28 W. Va. 623 (1886) ; Dill v. Johnston, supra note 121 ; Thompson v. Stanley, supra note 121; Tennessee M. P. & M. Co. v. Ayers, 43 S. W. 744 (Tenn. i8g7) . But if the corporation continues in being the demand is necessary, although the corporation is legally dissolved. Taylor v. Holmes, 127 U. S. 489, 8 Sup. Ct. 1192 (i888) . If there are no officers or directors the demand should be made upon the stockholders or liquidating trustees. Watts v. Vanderbilt, 45 F. (2d) 968 (C. C. A. 2d, 193o) . See Note (193) 40 YALE L. J. lo8i. 'Edelstein v. Frank, 2o8 App. Div. 79o (N. Y. 1924) . But see Porter v. Healy, :?44 Pa. 427, 9i Atl. 428 (1914 When there is more than one plaintiff, the ownership of any one is sufficient for the prosecution of the action.
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If the complaining stockholder die, the suit, if it be to enforce a corporate right, does not fail, but may be continued by any other stockholder.1 3 2
One who was a stockholder at the time of the wrongs complained of may not maintain the suit after he has parted with his stock.
133
On the question whether the plaintiff must also have been a stockholder at the time of the consummation of the wrongs complained of, there is a division of authority. The federal courts, anxious to prevent collusive resort to them in preference to the local courts, insist upon this and the requirement is embodied in a rule. 1 34 Although this rule is only one of practice and in no sense binding upon the state courts it has nevertheless influenced some of them to adopt the requirement as a matter of principle.
3 5
The prevailing state court view is probably to the contrary.
136
While it is frequently stated that the extent of plaintiff's stockholding in the corporation is immaterial, 3 7 it seems that this is only true where the defendants are guilty of illegality or fraud'1 3 a and the plaintiff's right is an absolute one. If the plaintiff's financial interest in the corporation is small, that factor unmistakably influences the court, 1 9 especially in the consideration ,of discretionary matters. Although there are cases holding that a minority stockholder's suit may not be maintained where the plaintiff is acting not on his own behalf or on behalf of the corporation but rather at the behest of an adverse interest, 142 the general rule is that the plaintiff's motive in prosecuting the suit, or in acquiring the stock is immaterial. 4 3 Bars.
144
Even if there be a valid corporate right of action the assertion of it by a particular stockholder may be barred by his own prior conduct. Logically this position is in apparent disregard of the basic nature of the derivative suit, namely, that it is brought to redress a corporate wrong and not for the individual benefit of the stockholder who happens to be plaintiff. From this notion it ought perhaps, in strict logic to follow that the suit can only be barred by action on the part of the corporation, but such is not the law. Courts of equity have refused to permit the assertion of corporate rights by a stockholder who was personally estopped, 14 5 who had knowingly accepted benefits under the transaction sought to be attacked, 1 46 who had ratified or acquiesced in the transaction, 14 7 or who had otherwise waived his right to complain,' 48 or was guilty of laches. 3' 9 Freedom from these bars need not be pleaded by the plaintiff.ao They constitute affirmative defenses which must be pleaded by the defendants unless they sufficiently appear upon the face of the complaint,-1 although a court may, on its own motion, take cognizance thereof.
152 Of course, their Co. v " The author uses the word "bars" rather than "defenses" to distinguish between matters which go only to the right of the particular plaintiff to complain (bars) and matters which go to defeat the claim itself (defenses). Ill. 594, 83 N. E. 434 (1908) . See also Harris v. Pearsall, 116 Misc. 366, 190 N. Y. Supp. 6i (I92i) . 'Wormser v. Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., 184 N. Y. 83, 76 N. E. 1O36 (19o6 Roth v. Robertson, 64 Misc. 343, 118 N. Y. Supp. 351 (o9) (as to acts wala prohibita or naza in se). See also Harris v. Pearsall, smprd note 145. When a trustee seeks to bar his cestui by "ratification", it must appear that he made full disclosure, not only of the facts, but also of the cestui's legal rights. See Garrett v. Reid-Cashion Land & Cattle Co., 34 Ariz. 245, 27o Pac. 1O44 (1928 Atl. 574 (Del. Ch. 1922) . At times the application of the doctrine of laches is made to depend upon whether the relief sought is a matter of right or of discretion. See Pollitz v. Wabash R. R. Co., supra note x45; American Seating Co. v. Bullard, 29o Fed. 896 (C. C. A. 6th, 1923) . ' Horn Silver Mining Co. v. Ryan, 42 Minn. 196, 44 N. W. 56 (1889) ; Continental Securities Co. v. Belmont, 2o6 N. Y. 7, 11, 99 N. E. 138, 140 (1912) .
'a Sabre v. United Traction & Elec. Co., 156 Fed. 79 (C. C. D. R. I. 19o7 existence bars only the particular plaintiff against whom they operate and does not affect other stockholders even if they be co-plaintiffs. 15 3 As the suit may be barred by the personal disabilities of the plaintiff notwithstanding its representative character so the individual plaintiff may, until others intervene, 1 4 deal with it as if it were his own, at least until decree entered, and may discontinue it. 155 In accordance with the idea that the purchaser of stock acquires all the rights of the vendor, including the right to attack prior transactions, it is field that where a prior owner of the stock has participated in or consented to the alleged improprieties, no subsequent owner of that stock may attack them.
1 5
Under present marketing conditions this principle has an element of unfairness in it, if we accept the view that a stockholder should be permitted to sue for prior wrongs, because it is most rare for a purchaser to have any direct contact with his transferor, or any knowledge of his actions as stockholder. Indeed, the purchaser generally neither knows nor cares whose stock he is purchasing. 916 (i92o) . The last cited case contains a discussion of the court's duty to protect unrepresented stockholders. The phrase "as if it were his own" is too broad because it entirely overlooks the essential fiduciary character of the plaintiff. See National Power & Paper Co. v. Rossman, 122 Minn. 355, 142 N. W. 818 (1913) In cases against promoters (reference to which we are avoiding in this paper) an attempt is frequently made to escape from the consequences of this rule by treating the initial issuance to the promoters, in those cases where they immediately return or make available to the corporation stock for public sale, as a mere subterfuge. California-Calaveras Min. Co. v 
Necessary Defendants.
The corporation is a necessary party to the suit 158 but neither all the directors nor even all the alleged wrongdoers are indispensible parties. 15 9
Venue.
Homage is still paid to the general rule that "courts will not take jurisdiction of the internal affairs of a foreign corporation, or, in the exercise of visitorial powers, interfere with, supervise, administer, or direct the management of such a corporation",1 0 and where convenient, in deference to this principle, it is best to sue in the state of domicile.' 6 The principle can not, however, be deemed an absolute bar to the maintenance of such suits elsewhere. In the first place, there is no uniformity in the decisions as to what constitute "internal affairs". Secondly, a distinction is frequently drawn between "controlling" management and "redressing" mismanagement. Finally, and of prime importance, the rule has come to be recognized as not one of jurisdictional powers but only as one of policy and discretion. The result is that "foreign" courts do exercise their jurisdiction in a "proper" case. Broadly speaking, more and more weight is being given to the actual facts of the corporation's business activities as distinguished from its merely formal domicile.1 6 2 A court which acquires jurisdiction of the necessary defendants will decline to act, if satisfied that a grievance exists, only in cases where "considerations of convenience, efficiency and justice point to the courts of the state of the domicile as appropriate tribunals for the determination of the particular case".
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Even if jurisdiction is entertained in a foreign state, the law of the forum will not necessarily govern; on certain questions the law of the domicile of the corporation will control, 1 3 4 and on others the law of the place of performance of the acts involved.
5

Form of Relief. 1 66
A cause of action being established, it may be assumed that the court will "find the means of enforcing its decree" and that its powers will prove "as extensive as the exigencies of the case". 16 -7 There is the whole array of equitable decrees to choose from and each case will be given "such remedy as its circumstances may require". 168 In making its decree the court is not circumscribed by any arbitrary designations of the precise form of relief; it may vary, qualify, restrain, and modify the remedy it applies so as to do equity".'
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When the action is strictly derivative the plaintiff can be granted only such relief as could be granted the corporation if it were plaintiff. 1 7 0 And conversely, in such a suit the plaintiff cannot be compelled to accept less than the corporation would be entitled to receive. "' In this section we shall not attempt to be exhaustive; reference is made to the standard texts on equity pleading and practice. All the cases noted in this paper illustrate the forms of relief available. In the next succeeding notes we shall merely refer to a few more illustrative cases. dress against past acts is to be had by way of rescission 174 and future correct conduct is enforced by a decree of specific performance."'
The forms of relief most peculiar to corporate litigation, and the most drastic available, are the appointment of a receiver and its compulsory dissolution.
The power of a court of equity, independent of statute, to appoint a receiver of a solvent, going concern can no longer be doubted.' 76 But it is still regarded as an extreme remedy to be granted only where clearly necessary 177 and where other forms of equitable relief, such as injunction, are insufficient.
17
s The appointment of a receiver may not be the sole or primary purpose of the suit, it must be merely provisional to some other ultimate relief. 17 9 Where necessary, a receiver will be appointed if the directors are guilty of fraud and mismanagement.1 8 0 But the charge of "mismanagement" must be based upon something more than differences of opinion as to business policies or methods.' 8 " Not even past misconduct will necessarily require the appointment of a receiver; the misconduct of the directors must be of such a character as to satisfy the court of their unfitness and of the The right to rescission is frequently affected by the intervening rights of innocent persons and rescission is frequently accompanied with an accounting against the wrongdoers. Such accounting is at times given in lieu of rescission. Cf. Johnson v. United Rys., supra note 140. ' Presidio Mining Co. v. Overton, 27o Fed. 388 (C. C. A. 9th, I92I) , certiorari denied probability of further loss or injuries to the corporation and stockholders.' 8 2
Serious dissension in the corporation may also move a court to appoint a receiver.' 8 3
We have already noted that a court of equity may at the suit of minority stockholders prevent the dissolution of the corporation.'" 4 Will it ever compel a dissolution? There is considerable language in the books to the effect that, exclusive of statute, a court of equity has no power to compel a dissolution of the corporation. ' If we distinguish between the compulsory surrender of its corporate franchise and the winding up of its business as a going concern, 1 86 it seems that, at least with respect to the latter, the court has the power,1 8 7 but, recognizing the gravity of its use, uses it sparingly and only when absolutely necessary for the adequate protection of the minority."'
Effect of Decree in One Suit on Other Stockholders.
Where the suit is not merely a personal one 189 but is one on behalf of the corporation, a judgment obtained on the merits in one stockholder's suit binds all stockholders. 90 This result does not follow if the first judgment I Carson v. Allegany Window Glass Co., mtpra note 139.
sistency of his opinions but the wisdom and justice he brings into the realm of economics from the field of law.' 98 In the immediate future, it would seem, more attention must be given to the increasing separation that exists between ownership and control. In the past, decisions have been strongly influenced by the fact that the majority which controlled also had the largest financial interest in the corporation.' 99 This is frequently no longer true, 20 0 but it does not necessarily follow that a reversal of any principle is called for. There are counter-balancing factors. For instance, investment bankers may have a very real and substantial interest in the success of a corporation because the good-will of their customers is dependent upon it even though they may not directly own any of its securities. Another factor not yet judicially recognized is that, by and large, the modern stockholder is an investor primarily interested in financial return and not a partner in a business venture interested in controlling its policies. 201 Older considerations which have not yet exerted appreciable influence on the law are that corporate charters are no longer contracts negotiated between the state and the incorporators 202 and that the concurrence in the terms of the charter and by-laws imposed on the stockholders is almost always based upon a legal fiction and not upon an intelligent, free consent in fact. 20 3 Of course, most of the elements here mentioned apply only to the large "public" corporations and not to "close" corporations. The ever widening gap in practice between the two classes may require the division of corporation law into two branches. 20 4 A short step toward this is to recognize the difference between majority control as exercised by a small, compact group, and that exercised by virtue of a majority vote of a large, widely scattered body of stockholders.
Beneath and beyond all these considerations is the ultimate obligation adequately to protect the minority against illegality, fraud and unfairness without encouraging the "striker" or litigious stockholder and without hamstringing honest management. The courts are alert to the problem. 20 A subtle danger to be guarded against from even honest management is the feeling which it frequently has that all other stockholders are only parasites profiting from its labors. 20 6 Justified by this psychological attitude it frequently becomes "ingenious in devising methods to evade and avoid [its] corporate responsibilities". 20 7 The danger from the minority lies primarily in the comparative ease with which one bent solely upon personal profit may, in the role of minority stockholder, invoke the aid of equity whether or not his action is intended for the best interests of the corporation on whose behalf he is nominally acting. 20 8 In most cases, it is likely that a fair result can be reached by the application of proper rules respecting such questions as the plaintiff's interest in the corporation and his motives. 20 9 It is suggested that in all cases, except where the plaintiff has an unqualified legal right, if he represents a very small financial interest, the court limit its interference with the majority to assuring to all stockholders of the same class equality of treatment, but, if the opposition represents a substantial interest, (especially if the stock does not have a ready market) the court should review the fairness and wisdom of the action proposed by the majority, allowing the majority, if it be honest and "disinterested", a presumption in favor of its action. 210 Ordinarily, if there is an active market for the stock, a dissatisfied stockholder would prefer to sell his stock rather than litigate the competence of the majority. Assuming that there has been no dishonesty and the prevailing market is a fair one, this might be deemed sufficient redress. Conversely, it is the existence of a ready market that makes most stockholders in the large corporations disinterested in managerial problems.
"In proper cases courts protect minorities, even minorities of one, against the oppression of the majority of stockholders and boards of directors. It sometimes happens, however, that a minority institute 'strike' suits and seek to oppress majorities and to involve the corporation itself in disaster for purposes of their own and for reasons not always revealed. 
